University. This award is given in recognition of the corpus of geographic research that has made Professor Arreola a leading authority about the cultural geography of the Mexican-American borderlands.
Dan Arreola is himself a product of the borderlands. He is a third generation Mexican-American, born in Santa Monica, California. Both his maternal and paternal grandparents came to California from Jalisco, Mexico. Dan was brought up experiencing the bi-national character of this region. His love of "reading" and interpreting the cultural landscape was instilled in him very early on as a child during long walks through the built environment of Southern California with his grandfather, León Díaz, while his parents were working. The many stories of different places his grandfather told sparked an early curiosity about our world. As Dan's career developed, he has concentrated on two research agendas: the urban geography of northern Mexico and the cultural geography of Mexican Americans. Throughout nearly all of his work, landscape interpretation has proven to be his primary method of analysis. He has a keen eye for detail in the built scene, quickly reading symbolic meanings and subtle clues about places and their personalities. In many instances, field observations are richly supplemented with archival research and historical narrative, among other sources. He is the author of 24 research articles in refereed journals and 21 book chapters on these topics. Highlights of research articles on these themes include several classics of cultural-urban geography, such as "Mexican American Housescapes," "The Mexican American Cultural Capital," "Urban Ethnic Landscape Identity," and "Border City Ideé Fixe" (all published in the Geographical Review). He has also published articles on such topics as plaza towns in South Texas, migration origins from Mexico to South Texas, and curio consumerism at the borderland cities. Arreola served as President of the Association of Pacific Coast Geographers in 1997-1998, and his Presidential Address "Across the Street is Mexico: Invention and Persistence of the Border Town Curio Landscape" was published in the 1999 Yearbook of the Association of Pacific Coast Geographers.
In addition to the contributions he has made through research articles, Dan has published two books, and is working as the editor on a third. The first, The Mexican Border Cities: Landscape Anatomy and Place Personality (1993, University of Arizona Press) he co-authored with James R. Curtis. This book argues that these border cities are inherently Mexican, in spite of the oft-repeated claim that the border is not "the real Perhaps Dan's main contributions to geographic research can be summarized by his insights into the notions of identity and place, mainly through his ability to show landscapes as signifying systems. He has paid attention to and clarified such contemporary themes as identity construction, landscape symbolism, and cultural processes, and done so without delving into the social jargon inherent in these fields. His ability to demonstrate the recursive nature of the built landscape as both contributing to and a product of cultural identities, in clear grounded case studies, is truly an accomplishment. Because of this clarity in research, he has given numerous invited lectures across the United States.
Apart from this impressive body of research, it is only fitting that the CLAG make this award to a scholar strongly committed to field work. Most of Arreola's research he conducts without external funding, on his own time and with his own dime, and he is always open to exploring some new curious "corner" of the borderlands. Dan regularly takes both undergraduate and graduate students on field courses and field trips to both sides of the border, contributing richly to their education by
